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Garnishes & simple ways to use up leftovers from our recipes to make stunning 
little appetizers! 

Quick pickled vegetables.  We regularly use this quick pickling mix with a variety of vegetables 
throughout the season.  (Asparagus, artichokes, cherries, radishes, baby onions, green apples, pears).   The 
pickling adds acidity as a foil to the rich meats that we use.   Dissolve 30g of sugar and 25g of salt in 50mls of 
mild vinegar (white wine or rice wine work really well) and 50mls of water.   Optional spices include 
peppercorns, bay, mustard or coriander seed, lemon zest for radishes and pears and star anise for cherries.  
Bring to the boil and add your vegetables and allow them to cool in the pickling mix.  They will keep in a jar 
in the fridge for a week or so.   You can re-use the pickling mix a couple of times as long as you strain and 
boil it first.   Apples and pears are great caramelised in butter and served with roast meats.   

Confit garlic.  Place peeled garlic cloves in a small ovenproof bowl.  Cover with a mixture of olive oil and a 
neutral vegetable oil, add a pinch of salt.  Poach at a low temperature (c80-90C) until tender, usually about 
45 min depending on the age of the garlic.  Transfer to a clean jar and keep in the fridge and use within a 
couple of weeks or keep in the freezer and spoon out the garlic as you need it.  The oil never truly solidifies.  
The oil can also be used in a salad dressing or for other dishes. 

Parsley, mint, tarragon or basil oil to drizzle and garnish all types of dishes. Blend a bunch of parsley 
(or other herbs) with a tsp of salt in a food processor.  Top with ½ litre of neutral vegetable oil and leave in 
the fridge for about 24 hours stirring occasionally to bring out the colour and flavour.  Strain into a clean jar 
and store in the freezer long term.   Keep a little in the fridge in a ‘squeezy’ bottle and top up as required.  
For an even greener colour, add baby spinach leaves.   The pale green colour adds freshness and shine to 
many different dishes, particularly fresh vegetables.  The strained parsley can be frozen and used in other 
dishes, such as casseroles or soups. 

Brousse.  Is a French form of ricotta popular in Provence and Corsica, traditionally made with sheep or 
goats’ milk.  You can substitute cow’s milk ricotta for any recipe calling for Brousse.  Heat about 500 ml of 
full cream milk (or a mix of 2 parts milk and 1 part single cream, with ½ tsp of salt if you prefer a richer 
cheese).  This should yield about 100- 120g of cheese.  Heat the milk on a medium heat until just below 
boiling – around 93-95C.  The milk should start to foam on top and should simmer, not boil, mix in any skin 
that forms.  Take off the heat and add about 1.5 tbs of lemon juice. Stir and let sit for about 5 minutes.  The 
curds should form quickly, but if they don’t, add a little more lemon juice.  When completely cool, drain off 
the curds from the whey.  We use a sieve and a J cloth (chux/cheesecloth) and leave them for about an hour 
(or give them a squeeze!). They can be left overnight for a firmer texture.   You can also sprinkle the strained 
ricotta with salt to help it dry out more and harden.  If you make bread, keep the whey for use in bread 
recipes to replace water. 

Uses for Brousse. In the mousseline in our guinea fowl recipe; as a filling in our Fougasse bread recipes; as 
a dip, mixed with fresh herbs, lemon zest, pink peppercorns and onion jam (this works best with a mix of 
cream and milk or add a little yoghurt to make it creamier); as a gnocchi dough – we mix 500 g of ricotta 
with 150 g of plain flour and one beaten egg plus some chopped herbs) – roll into little gnocchi dumplings – 
cook in boiling salted water until they rise to the surface). 

Onion Marmalade  
This recipe is originally from Delia Smith; however, we do not tend to use the red wine (which gives more 
colour and a deeper, stronger flavour) when serving it with our soufflés.   The red wine version is excellent as 
an accompaniment to beef and other meats.  You can also use it as a quick “starter” for your sauces 
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Ingredients: 
1 kilo of red or white onions 
1 tsp salt 
120 ml flavourless oil (sunflower, rapeseed or grapeseed) 
150 ml red wine or balsamic vinegar 
170 g brown sugar 
Bay leaf, thyme, garlic (optional) 
225 ml red wine (optional)  

 

Toss the onions in the oil or butter and salt.  Cook on a very low heat with the lid on for about 40 minutes 
until the onions and garlic have softened.  Remove the lid, add sugar and vinegar and aromatics, if using. 
Cook slowly until the onions are caramelised and they become dark and syrupy, and most of the liquid has 
evaporated.  Store in a clean jar in the fridge for a couple of weeks, or in the freezer.  

Uses for Onion marmalade 

We put a tablespoon under our twice-baked soufflés to add piquancy; use it as a base for our Tomato Tart 
Tatins; use a couple of tablespoons as a starter for a wine jus by simmering with red or white wine, reducing 
by half and then adding chicken or beef stock and reducing by half again.  Thicken using cold butter or 
cornflour; use a couple of tablespoons as a base in a quiche, frittata or omelette.  Use as an accompaniment 
to cold meats or cheeses. 

Sugar cured salmon 

Take a thick salmon fillet (around 300 g – try to get one which is quite evenly 
thick throughout rather than a thick and thin end).   Wash, dry, trim and 
debone.  Use a small plastic container which is slightly larger than the salmon. 
Combine two tablespoons of sugar with one tablespoon of sea salt (large 
crystals not fine) and spread on base of container.  Lay the salmon on the salt 
mix and gently press and then turn it over so you have salt on both sides.  Cover 
the salmon piece loosely with cling film.  Leave for about 36 hours (I start mine 

in the morning and then turn it at roughly lunch time the next day.)  There should be plenty of liquid which 
is the water being drawn out by the cure – pour off when you turn the filet.    Cut it through to check that it 
is cured right through – it should be firm and opaque.   

Adding flavour. You can add any flavours or textures to your cure.  Try lemon zest; chopped dill, shredded 
fresh beetroot; (just a little for colour) a splash of gin with crushed juniper berries; a splash of vodka; fresh 
grated horseradish, a little wasabi, plain is good too!  Keep in the fridge for up to three days, freeze or cook 
in a pasta sauce with tomato and vodka! 

Salt cured duck breast 

Use a 300 g duck breast and 1 tablespoon of salt – prepare as per the salmon 
above.  Turn and drain off liquid every 12 hours until it is cured right through, 
usually about 48 hours.   Rinse of the cure and dry it well.  Then roll loosely in 
paper towel so the front & back is exposed to the air and leave in the fridge to dry 
out (if you have a rack it can sit on that helps to dry it more quickly.  Change the 
paper if it gets stained. It will get darker as it dries.   The duck should be firm and 
sweet smelling.  Try the same method using a piece of rump steak or beef fillet.  It will keep for at least a 
couple of weeks in the fridge wrapped in paper towel, although the French keep theirs indefinitely out of 
the fridge (like a “jerky”), I prefer to keep mine in the fridge as it stays softer and I use it within a month. 
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Adding flavour. For duck or beef fillet try Chinese five spice, ginger, orange zest or just top with black 
pepper which is the traditional way to serve the duck in the Languedoc.   We serve ours with a little slice of 
quince paste for sweetness or a tiny amount of orange marmalade.  

Gazpacho shots.  In a food processor wiz a slice of white bread, crusts 
removed, with a clove of garlic, tomato, skinned cucumber, a little shallot or 
red onion. Then blend in any leftover pepper puree from your ratatouille.  
Add a little cayenne or chilli to taste.  Dilute with a little water if it is too 
thick. Chill and decorate with a stick of cucumber, or tiny pieces of chopped 
onion, cucumber or basil leaves. 

Cucumber cups.  Make an avocado or tomato salsa and put into little cucumber cups – 
slice the cucumber thickly and use a melon baller or teaspoon to scoop out a dip – drain on 
kitchen paper and fill with any sort of salsa and maybe a bit of smoked salmon – the 
possibilities are endless! 

Little tarts.  Use a mini muffin tin (Lakeland sell them) to bake tiny pastry shells.  Cut lots 
and keep them in the freezer until you need them.  Bake for 10 minutes at 200c.  We 

blended fresh goat’s cheese and chives and piped it onto a little fig jam and topped with sliced tomato.  
Anything you would use as a dip can go on top of the tarts!  Or a salsa or the salmon or duck combinations 
above.  Or something sweet, a little crème fraiche topped with a strawberry or raspberry or a piece of kiwi 
fruit. 

Mini soufflés.  We use any leftover soufflé mix and bake in a mini muffin tin using a baking tray as a water 
bath.  The cooking time is the same as for the larger individual soufflés, ie: 20 mins at 180C and reheat for 
10 mins at 200C. 

Three cheese soufflé tarts.  Blend 50 g of blue cheese, 50 g of strong cheese like a cheddar and 100g of 
cream cheese with 1/2 beaten egg.   Pipe into little pastry tart shells and bake at 170C for 15 minutes, 
ideally with no fan.   Serve hot. 

Mini blue cheese Madeleines.  Blend 50 g of blue cheese, 25 g of strong 
cheese like a cheddar and 50g of cream cheese with 2 eggs.  Beat in 100 g self-
raising flour and 75 g melted butter.   Blend to a runny batter (add milk if too 
thick).  Butter a mini Madeleine tin and spoon in the filling to about ¾ full.  You 
can add mustard powder, cayenne pepper or chopped thyme or rosemary as a 
variation.  Bake at 200C for about 10 minutes or until golden brown and well 
risen. 

Mini Clafoutis.  You can also make mini clafoutis – like little Yorkshire puddings.  Blend 60 g plain flour with 
1 egg, whisk in  60 ml milk and  55 ml water.  Leave the batter to rest for about 20 minutes.   Put ½ tsp of 
olive oil, lard or duck fat into the mini muffin tin and heat at 200C for a few minutes.  Add a tablespoon of 
the batter to each and bake at 210C for 15 minutes.  Until puffed and golden – top with slice of roast beef & 
horseradish crème fraiche or a slice of chorizo and mustard mayo – serve warm.        

Mini frittatas. Use your favourite omelette recipe and make them in the mini muffin tin. Add chopped 
cheese, bacon, red pepper, parsley or any combination of these to make mini frittatas. 
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